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Overview
The aim of this research is to represent
value models using OMG’s Systems
Modeling Language (SysML) to bring
together the benefits of cutting edge
modeling
and
systems
engineering
approaches. NASA’s Near-Earth Asteroid
(NEA) Scout, a 6U CubeSat for studying
close proximity asteroids, is used as an
example in the research.

Value model for Scout

SysML only

SysML with
Matlab

Procedure followed:
1. Create system model in
Cameo (Multiple diagrams)
2. Form value model to represent
preferences
3. Integrate value model with
Cameo
4. Optimize the value model by
adjusting system design
variables

Approach 1
(SysML)

Intellectual Merit

Approach 2
(SysML with Matlab)

● Large number of diagrams needed
● Compatibility of versions
● Parametric diagrams may be cluttered
of the two tools is
for intensive calculations
important
● Mostly useful for simple systems
● Inputs cannot be in the
● Certain mathematical functions not
form of arrays
defined in SysML library yet
● Procedure to output
● No means to directly implement
arrays not
optimization
straightforward

Drawbacks

Broader Impact
SysML has been finding increased use among
practitioners from sectors including government,
industry, and academia. The proposed approach,
incorporating value models, could improve the system
performance since it provides the decision-makers
improved insight into complex system functionalities
and interactions as well as stakeholder preferences.

Approach 2

Conclusions

Overview of the NEA Scout CubeSat structure

Representing
value
models
(mathematical
representation of stakeholder preference) in SysML can
improve decision-maker understanding of stakeholder
preferences, aided by multiple views as well the ability
of SysML to represent not just the physical system but
also the people involved.

Approach 1

● Easier to understand system
functionalities due to multiple system
views
Advantages

● Greater ability to handle
complex mathematical
computations
● Easier to perform
optimization and
successfully execute
value model

Constraint block for optimization using Matlab approach
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